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Catherine Lafon 

"Fabulously Fashionable"

Catherine Lafon is a stylish boutique in Lyon's bustling city center. This

upscale store caters to the city's fashionable crowd and offers a luxury

retail experience. Browse the shop and discover high-end brands like

Burberry, Celine Lefebure, Moschino, Paul Smith, and Jacob Cohen in

store. Carefully curated and chosen for their quality and acclaim, the

brands featured at Catherine Lafon are the best of the best. With a finger

on the pulse of the latest trends, this boutique is a must visit for those

searching for the latest fashions from Paris to Milan.

 +33 4 7837 7444  www.catherinelafon.fr/  catherinelafon@sfr.fr  58 Rue du President

Edouard Herriot, Lyon
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La Martina 

"Shop in Style"

La Martina is a trendy boutique in Lyon's Les Cordeliers. The Argentine

label carries a line of men's, women's and children's clothing. The

sportswear and casual clothing brand also has a selection of polo wear

and accessories for the sport. This flagship store has the latest collections

that change every season. From chic well-cut pants to polo tees, there is

plenty to update your wardrobe here. The store itself reflects the brand

perfectly, a blend of rustic and refined, with bare brick and warm woods.

Step in for the latest in polo fashion.

 +33 4 7837 0782  www.lamartina-lyon.fr/  lemia@lamartina-lyon.fr  10 Rue Jean Tournes, Les

Cordeliers, Lyon
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Hermes 

"A Touch of Luxury"

Faubourg Saint-Honoré it's not, but the Hermès storefront still has the

refined, comme-il-faut air of its Parisian sister. Inside is a range of

offerings, from classic yet whimsical silk carrés to ties, leather goods, and

perfume. It's a luxury browser's paradise with a little-known local

connection: Hermès' wares are manufactured at A&S Ateliers, in a nearby

suburb of Lyon, with painstaking attention to detail - the fabrication time

for a scarf from design to drying rack takes an average of eighteen

months.

 +33 4 7842 2514  www.hermes.com/  96 Rue du President Herriot, Lyon

http://www.flickr.com/photos/creatinginthedark/2433568443/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/
https://cityseeker.com/lyon/997376-catherine-lafon
http://www.flickr.com/photos/lovemaegan/6683343681/in/set-72157628834842191
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/
https://cityseeker.com/lyon/997382-la-martina
http://www.flickr.com/photos/associatedfabrication/5494256279
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/
https://cityseeker.com/lyon/368774-hermes
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Village des Créateurs 

"Network of Young Designers"

Le Village des Créateurs, nestled on the slopes of the Croix-Rousse, is

organized around a large traboule (a type of passageway particular to

Lyon) that has been completely renovated called the Passage Thiaffait.

The association provides backing (press relations, guidance, mentoring

and so on) during a 23-month period for 10 new designers to help them

start off. Their creations can be found in the workshop-boutiques of the

Passage Thiaffait and in Le Tube à Essai, a boutique managed by students

of the Université de la Mode. The 40 young businesses sustained by the

Village des Créateurs offer collections in a variety of domains: clothing,

textile creation and design, leather goods, fashion accessories, jewelry:

everything to dress yourself up with style and originality. Check website

for more details.

 +33 4 7287 3721  www.villagedescreateurs.

com/

 infos@villagedescreateurs.

com

 19 Rue René Leynaud, Lyon
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VDC/B 

"Up Your Style Quotient"

The Village des Créateurs Boutique styled as VDC/B is a trendy store that

showcases the works of over 70 French designers from the Rhone Alps

region. Fashion, home decor and graphic design all find their place at this

trendy store. Browse the shop for quirky accessories, elegant clothes,

stylish shoes, urban fashion and more. Labels like Arsene and Laurent,

Marie Antoinette, Atelier 225, Brown Red, and Valome can be found here.

The collection is constantly changing, so there is always something new to

discover here. If you're looking for unique gifts, don't miss a visit to

VDC/B.

 +33 4 6984 5008  www.villagedescreateurs.

com/la-boutique-du-vdc/

 boutique@villagedescreate

urs.com

 19 Rue Rene Leynaud,

Passage Thiaffait, Lyon
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